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ABSTRACT
Oxygen sensors play a vital role in ensuring the safety of employees and users here
at the MagLab. While most oxygen sensors have accurate and linear responses in
high nitrogen/argon environments, studies have highlighted a phenomenon in
helium-air mixtures with certain types of oxygen sensors [1][2]. A controlled
experiment was performed to observe the behavior of two types of oxygen sensors:
capillary and membrane. The capillary sensor showed a large deviation of up to 2%
above and 5.5% below the actual oxygen concentration value in the helium-air
mixture test, while the membrane sensor remained accurate to within 1% of the
actual value.
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Approximately 1200 liquid liters of helium are transferred to users at the MagLab
each day. Because of this large volume of helium, Ten fixed oxygen deficiency
hazard (ODH) alarms are placed in critical locations throughout the MagLab facility.
These ODH alarms are made by PureAire Monitoring Systems, Inc. and use a
capillary style, zirconium dioxide based sensor. Personal oxygen monitors made by
RKI Instruments are also used when entering elevated risk areas such as the helium
compressor room. These sensors use a membrane style sensor.

Figure 6: Results after adjusting the PureAire starting value
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Figure 3: Test chamber assembly

Although both sensors are built differently, they operate on the same basic principle.
Each sensor contains an electrolytic solution, an anode and a cathode. As oxygen
enters the sensor, it reacts with the electrolytic solution to produce a small current.
It’s essentially an oxygen fueled battery that increases its output with increasing
oxygen concentration.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results show that capillary style oxygen sensors exhibit output irregularities in
helium-air mixtures. The hypothesis for this behavior is that helium molecules ease
the transportation of oxygen molecules through the capillary. A future experiment that
examines the effects of capillary size and helium-air concentration on the flow rate of
gas exiting a chamber could shed light onto the actual motivating factor in this
phenomenon.
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Upon gathering the results for the helium response curve of the PureAire oxygen
deficiency monitor, employees and users in affected areas were notified of the
discovery and all active PureAire monitors were adjusted to the modified set point.

Figure 1: PureAire (left) and RKI (right) oxygen monitors

Figure 4: Oxygen sensor responses for concentrated nitrogen and argon environments

The first rounds of testing were done with nitrogen and argon as the oxygen
displacing gases. The plots show very linear and accurate responses with respect to
the true value for both types of oxygen sensors. This serves as a baseline for the
following helium tests.

Another solution involves creating a code that receives the raw sensor values for
each oxygen monitor and linearizes the values so they read true throughout the
entire range (0-25% OC). However, as of now not all of the ODH monitors in use are
integrated into the computer control system, so this would require additional work.
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Figure 2: Cross-section diagrams of capillary (left) and membrane (right) style oxygen sensors. [2]

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
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Figure 3 shows a rendering of the testing setup. It utilizes a binary gas analyzer to
verify oxygen concentration, a mixing blower to ensure a homogeneous gas mixture,
a low pressure air pump to supply the binary gas analyzer with an active flow of the
gaseous mixture, and a 3-way ball valve to add the desired displacing gas or apply
vacuum.
The oxygen sensors were placed in the bottom of the chamber, the blower and
pump were turned on, and the chamber lid was secured. The oxygen displacing gas
was gradually added and vacuum was applied alternately to prevent over or under
pressurization. Pressure was continuously monitored so as to not exceed
atmospheric pressure (0 psig) or dip below 2 inHg vacuum. This kept pressure within
normal atmospheric conditions and eliminated a potential source of error.

While the PureAire unit displays incorrect oxygen concentration values for the
majority of its range, the sensor can be “tuned” to read true for a narrow range of
values. This is done by offsetting the original curve up or down so that it intersects
with the true value at the desired region. By adjusting this point to occur at the critical
low oxygen concentration level of 19.5% oxygen concentration (OC), the ODH alarm
will be activated at the appropriate time. The above plot shows the PureAire sensor
response after adjusting the initial curve offset so that the critical point occurs at
19.5% OC for one test and 18.5% OC for another.

Figure 5: Oxygen sensor responses for concentrated helium environment

Figure 5 shows the results from the initial test, using helium as an oxygen displacer.
All three RKI personal oxygen monitors displayed the correct oxygen concentration
level to within 1% of the actual value. The PureAire sensor had a nonlinear response
where it overshot the value at oxygen concentrations above 12% and undershot the
value at concentrations below 12%.
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